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1. Introduction

P roton-molecule collision experiments can reveal
various microscopic details of chemical reac-

tions [1–10]. Unlike other ionic probes, proton projec-
tiles display an exceptional combination of properties
that makes them quite suitable for those studies. For
example, proton projectiles posses no molecular
structure and therefore cannot experience rovibra-
tional excitations during collisions, but they can pro-
voke and confine those phenomena on their collision
partners. Moreover, a proton projectile can capture an
electron from a molecular target and thus probe
charge-transfer reactions. More significantly, proton-
molecule collision experiments are not only relevant
for chemical dynamics studies but also for chemical
applications. That last aspect is easy to recognize from
the astonishing ubiquity of proton-molecule collisions
in plasma reactions, particle accelerator processes,
combustion and fusion reactions, upper atmosphere
phenomena, and astrophysical processes.

Among several proton-scattering experiments re-
ported in the literature, those conducted by the Gen-
try [1], Linder [2], and Toennies [3–10] groups have
provided detailed descriptions of various proton-mol-
ecule reactions at collision energies in the 10 � ELab �
46 eV range. In those studies, time-of-flight analyses
of the scattered projectiles (protons in noncharge-
transfer reactions and hydrogen atoms in charge-
transfer ones) revealed information about the targets’
excitations during the collisions. Molecules investi-
gated in that way included: H2 [1, 3], N2 [1, 2], O2 [4],
CO [1, 2], NO [2], HF [1, 5], HCl [1], H2O [6], CO2 [7],
N2O [7], CH4 [8], C2H2 [9], CF4 [10], and SF6 [10] inter
alia. Although those experiments rendered detailed
descriptions of the scrutinized reactions, several mi-
croscopic aspects in those processes were not accessi-
ble by experimental means. For example, those exper-
iments can not supply a step-by-step record of the
reactants transforming into the products and of the
electronic charge density evolving in the course of the
collision. In principle, that valuable mechanistic infor-
mation can be obtained via computer simulations of
the experiments; therefore, the application of ad-
vanced theoretical methods to those processes be-
come necessary if further insight into them is desired.
Conversely, the previous experiments can assess the
accuracy of a given theoretical method. Then, the
successfully tested methods can be used in a predic-
tive fashion to simulate proton-molecule reactions for
which there are no experiments. Unfortunately, be-
cause of the complexity of some proton-molecule ex-

periments, few of those systems were initially simu-
lated with advanced theoretical methods. Early
attempts in that direction included the simulation of a
H� � H2 experiment [3], first with the trajectory
surface hopping method [3, 11], and later with the
more advanced infinite order sudden approximation
method [12]. However, the development of the elec-
tron nuclear dynamics (END) [13] theory by Deu-
mens and Öhrn provided a convenient methodology
to systematically simulate more complex proton-mol-
ecule experiments. END is a time-dependent, direct,
nonadiabatic method, and precisely those attributes
make END adequate to study proton-molecule reac-
tions. For instance, by being direct, END does not
require predetermined potential energy surfaces to
run; and by being nonadiabatic, END can describe
both the noncharge-transfer and charge-transfer pro-
cesses in the previous experiments. In fact, previous
END simulations of proton-molecule reactions (e.g.,
H� � H2 [14], H� � CH4 [15], H� � C2H2 [16, 17], H�

� H2O [18], H� � (H2O)2 [19], etc.) have provided
good descriptions of those systems and predicted sev-
eral properties that agreed well with the available
experimental data.

In a similar vein, we present herein a preliminary
END study of the H� � CF4 reaction at the collision
energies ELab � 20 and 30 eV. This investigation is the
natural continuation of the previous END study of
H� � CH4 at ELab � 30 eV [15] because it permits
comparing the reactivity of two related tetrahedral
molecules with different chemical properties. The H�

� CF4 system has been studied experimentally by the
Toennies group in two separate investigations [8, 10].
One investigation [8], at the collision energies ELab �
20 and 30 eV, concentrated on the scattering proper-
ties of H� � CF4 (e.g., differential cross sections, DCS)
in comparison with those of H� � CH4. The other
investigation [10], at lower collision energies (ELab �
14.6 eV and others), concentrated on the CF4 vibra-
tional excitations during collision. However, unlike
H� � CH4, H� � CF4 poses a significant challenge for
time-dependent, direct-dynamics simulations be-
cause of its elevated number of electrons (42 electrons
in total). For that reason, this END investigation will
only explore some reactive and scattering aspects of
the H� � CF4 experiments at ELab � 20 and 30 eV [8].
The results of this preliminary investigation are very
promising and give an impetus for more exhaustive
studies of the present systems and of the remaining
experiments [10] in the future.

This investigation of H� � CF4 at ELab � 20 and
30 eV is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
briefly discuss the END theory as the selected meth-
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odology to study the H� � CF4 reaction; in Section
3, we provide relevant computational details of the
present END simulations; in Section 4, we report
and discuss the main END results for the H� � CF4
system in comparison with available experimental
data; finally, in Section 5, we present some conclud-
ing remarks.

2. Theoretical Background

The END theory has been created by Deumens
and Öhrn [20]. In this section, END is succinctly
outlined in the context of the present investigation;
more detailed discussions on END can be found in
Refs. [20, 21]. END is a time-dependent, direct,
nonadiabatic method that treats simultaneously the
nuclei and electrons of a molecular system. Within
that characterization, END admits different levels
of realizations according to its description of the
nuclear and electronic degrees of freedom [21]. The
simplest realization of END prescribes a classical-
mechanics description for the nuclei and a single-
determinantal representation for the electrons. That
simplest END realization is adequate to simulate
H� � CF4 at ELab � 20 and 30 eV and is the one
adopted herein. Given the high collision energies
(ELab � 20 and 30 eV), classical mechanics can de-
scribe satisfactorily the nuclear dynamics of the
present system, and any possible inaccuracies by
that description can be corrected with semiclassical
techniques (see Section 4). In contrast, the electronic
dynamics certainly requires a quantum description,
but given the high number of electrons in H� �
CF4, a quantum treatment beyond a single-determi-
nantal representation (like a multiconfiguration
END [22]) would be impractical for a first explora-
tion of this system.

The simplest END total wavefunction �Total is the
product of nuclear �N and electronic �e parts: �Total
� �N��e. The nuclear part �N is the product of 3NN
frozen, narrow-width, Gaussian wave packets:

�N(X;R,P) � �
i�1

3NN

exp� � �Xi � Ri

2�Ri
�2

� iPi�Xi � Ri��
(1)

with average positions Ri, average momenta Pi, and
position deviation (“width”) �Ri. The electronic
part �e is a single-determinantal state �z;R� in the
Thouless representation [20]:

�e � �z;R� � det��h�z;R)] (2)

where the dynamical spin-orbitals �h � �h � �p�Ne
K

�pzph �1 � h � Ne) are constructed in terms of a basis
set of Ne occupied 	�h
 and K � Ne virtual 	�p
 spin-
orbitals with the complex parameters 	zph
. Those ba-
sis spin-orbitals are constructed in terms of K atomic
basis set functions centered on the traveling nuclear
wave packets; for that reason, �z;R� depends upon the
nuclear positions 	Ri
. The spin-orbitals 	�h
 are taken
as unrestricted with respect to spin in these simula-
tions, but they are not orthogonal within spin blocks.
Thouless representation of �z;R� provides a complex,
continuous, nonredundant parameterization of the
single-determinantal state in terms of a minimum
number of parameters 	zph
 that ensures a proper gen-
eralized phase space for the electronic dynamics [see
Eq. (3)]. Those complex parameters 	zph
 confer
enough flexibility to �z;R� to describe various dynam-
ical processes.

The END dynamics equations are obtained by ap-
plying the time-dependent variational principle [20,
23] to the trial wavefunction �Total with variational
parameters 	Ri�t�, Pi�t�, zph�t�, and z*ph�t�
. That is
achieved by forming the quantum Lagrangian [23] of
the system: L��Total,�*Total� � ��Total��i/2����/�t � ��/�t�
� Ĥ��Total�/��Total��Total� and imposing stationarity to
its associated quantum action S, �S � ��t1

t2L�t� dt
� 0 [20, 23] in the narrow limit of the �Ri. In that way,
the resulting END Euler–Lagrange equations for the
variational parameters 	Ri�t�, Pi�t�, zph�t�, and z*ph�t�}
are [20]:

	
iC 0 iCR 0

0 � iC* � iC*R 0

iCR† � iCR
T CRR �I

0 0 I 0


	
dz
dt

dz*
dt
dR
dt
dP
dt


 � 	
�ETotal

dz*
�ETotal

�z
�ETotal

�R
�ETotal

�P



(3)

where the total energy is ETotal � ��Total�Ĥ��Total�/
��Total��Total� � �i�1

3NNPi
2/2Mi � �z;R�Ĥe�z;R�/�z;R�z;R�,

the dynamical metric matrices are:

�CXY�ij,kl � � 2Im� �2lnS
�Xik�Yjl

�
R��R

;
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�CXik�ph � � �2lnS
�z*ph�Xik

�
R��R

;

Cph,qg � � �2lnS
�z*ph�zqg

�
R��R

(4)

and S � �z;R�z;R�. Equation 3 expresses in symplec-
tic notation [23, 24] the combined classical dynamics
of the nuclei and the quantum dynamics of the elec-
trons. In fact, the previous variational procedure and
its resulting equations are a quantum generalization
of the well-known Hamilton equations in symplectic
notation from classical mechanics [23, 24]. In that way,
the pairs of variables �Ri, Pi� and �zph, z*ph� are pairs of
canonical variables in a generalized phase space [23,
24]. In a simulation, the reactants are prepared with
initial nuclear positions and momenta 	Ri

0
 and 	Pi
0


(see Fig. 1) and with initial electronic parameters
	zph

0 , zph
0 *
 that define the initial wavefunction �Total

i . A
chemical reaction simulation is advanced by integrat-
ing Eq. (3) over time. At final time, the evolved wave-
function �Total

f contains all the necessary information
to calculate relevant properties of the simulated reac-
tion (e.g., transition probabilities, integral cross sec-
tions and DCSs, etc.).

3. Computational Details

All the present calculations have been conducted
with the suite of programs CSDYN 1.0 (Morales

Group, CSDYN, Texas Tech University, Lubbock,
TX, 2008–2009), developed from the ENDyne 2.7–
2.8 codes (Deumens, ENDyne: Electron Nuclear Dy-
namics Simulations, Version 2, Release 8, Quantum
Theory Project: University of Florida, Gainesville,
FL, 1997). CSDYN passes all the run tests of ENDyne
2.7–2.8. Original features coded into CSDYN in-
clude a density-functional-theory/coherent-states
dynamics method (not employed in this investiga-
tion), auxiliary programs to evaluate cross sections
and other reaction properties (employed in this in-
vestigation), and several capabilities to make ani-
mations of the simulated reactions with the VMD
program [25] (employed in this investigation).
Some snapshots of those visualizations are shown
in Figures 1 and 2.

The nuclear variables defining the initial condi-
tions of the reactants H� and CF4 in the present
simulations are depicted in Figure 1. The nuclei
initially representing the CF4 molecule are labeled
C, F(1), F(2), F(3), and F(4), respectively, whereas
the nucleus initially in the incoming projectile H� is
labeled H. In previous END simulations of
H� � CH4 [15], several initial orientations of the
10-electron CH4 target were considered. However,
because of the computational demands by the 42-
electron CF4 target, only one representative orien-
tation will be considered in this preliminary study.
Thanks to the almost spherical symmetry of CF4 [8],
the initial orientations of this target should not
strongly affect the scattering results [8]. The se-
lected orientation has the carbon atom C at the
center of the coordinates �0.0, 0.0, 0.0� and the four
fluorine atoms F(1), F(2), F(3), and F(4) at the points
��a,�a,�a�, ��a,�a,�a�, ��a,�a,�a�, ��a,�a,�a�,
respectively, where a � 1.443356 a.u. To construct the
electronic wavefunction, the 3–21G basis set [26] is
placed on the six nuclei. The CF4 molecule is initially
at rest �PC � PF(1) � PF(2) � PF(3) � PF(4) � 0), and in its
electronic ground state at the unrestricted Hartree–
Fock self-consistent field [27] level. The H� projectile
is initially placed at �b, 0.0, � 15.00 a.u.) where b �0
� b � � �� is the impact parameter. The incoming
projectile initially travels in parallel to the positive
z-axis with momentum PH

in � (0.0, 0.0, �PHz
in ) corre-

sponding to ELab � �PHz
in �2/2MH � 20 and 30 eV. At

both energies, the impact parameter b is varied in the
range of 0 � b � 9.9 a.u. in steps of �b � 0.1 a.u.
From those initial conditions, the reaction simulations
are run for a total time of 1300 a.u. That running time
allows for a final products separation of at the least
15.00 a.u. (i.e., the same separation as the reactants
separations at initial time). After the simulations are

FIGURE 1. H� � CF4 reactants initial conditions. The
balls represent the six participating nuclei labeled: C,
F(1), F(2), F(3), F(4), and H�. At initial time, CF4 is at
rest with its C atom on the coordinate center whereas
H� with impact parameter b starts moving in parallel to
the �z-axis with momentum P� .
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completed, the auxiliary programs in the CSDYN
suite analyze the well-separated final products and
calculate various reaction and scattering properties.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1 ANALYSIS OF TRAJECTORIES AND
REACTIVE PROCESSES

The analysis of the simulated trajectories and of
the final END waveFunction reveals that the

H� � CF4 system at ELab � 20 and 30 eV is far less
reactive than its H� � CH4 counterpart at ELab� 30
eV [15]. The only process theoretically predicted in
the present simulations is the noncharge-transfer
scattering (NCTS):

H� � CF4(li,vi)3H� � CF4(lf,vf) �NCTS) (5)

where the incoming H� is deflected off after excit-
ing the rotational and vibrational degrees of free-
dom of CF4. In all the simulations, the collision-
induced vibrational and rotational excitations were
moderate, especially in the case of the final rota-
tional motion of CF4. An equivalent NCTS process
was also predicted in the previous END study of
H� � CH4 at ELab� 30 eV [15] from many, but not
all, the simulated trajectories. However, unlike the
H� � CH4 case, the H� � CF4 simulations do not
predict more reactive processes, such as charge-
transfer scattering: H� � CF4(li,vi)3H0 � CF4

�(lf,vf),
collision-induced dissociation: H� � CF4(li,vi)3Hq

� Fq � CF4
q��lf,vf� �q � q � q� � � 1�, and

hydrogen-fluorine rearrangement: H� � CF4(li,vi)3 Fq

� CHF3
q�lf,vf� �q � q � � 1�. Reactive processes

equivalent to the previous ones were predicted abun-
dantly in the END study of H� � CH4 [15]. The absence
of charge-transfer processes in the present simulations
can be clearly seen in the zero number of electrons (via
Mulliken population analysis) on all the outgoing pro-
jectiles and in the animations of the evolving charge
density (see discussion of Fig. 2 later). The H� � CF4

experiment [8] could not measure any detectable
charge-transfer process in agreement with the present
simulations. The much lower reactivity of H� � CF4 as
compared with that of H� � CH4 is easy to explain in
terms of the chemical properties of fluorine. Fluorine is
the second most electronegative element in the periodic
table (after helium) and has a very low tendency to
release electrons. Although the less electronegative car-
bon is more prone to donate electrons than fluorine, the
carbon atom in CF4 is so closely shielded by the electro-
negative fluorine atoms that it has a decreased capacity
to interchange electrons. For those reasons, it is not sur-
prising that no charge-transfer processes were predicted
or measured in H� � CF4. Finally, the high stability of
the COF bonds accounts for the lack of dissociation and
rearrangement reactions in H� � CF4.

An example of a simulated collision is given in
Figure 2, where a series of six sequential snapshots
of a H� � CF4 collision at ELab� 30 eV from b � 2.5
a.u. is shown. In that figure, the traveling nuclei are
represented by small balls (green balls � F, gray

FIGURE 2. Six sequential snapshots of a simulation
of H� � CF4 at ELab � 30 eV from the impact parameter
b � 2.5 a.u. Snapshot times are shown in a.u. Traveling
nuclei are represented by small balls (green balls � F,
gray ball � C, and white ball � H) along with some
contour plots of the total electronic charge density
(contour plots in gray, brown, and yellow colors). H�

disturbs the CF4 charge density during its flyby and
transitorily acquires some electron density, but it finally
leaves CF4 without electrons. [Color figure can be
viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.
interscience.wiley.com.]
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ball � C, and white ball � H) along with several
contour plots of the total electronic charge density
corresponding to the evolving single-determinantal
state �z;R� (contour plots in gray, brown, and yellow
colors). As revealed by those snapshots, the H�

projectile disturbs the CF4 charge density during its
flyby and even transitorily acquires some charge
density, but it finally leaves the CF4 molecule with-
out gaining electrons. In addition, an example of
the vibrational excitations on CF4 induced by the
H� collision is shown in Figure 3. There, some
relevant nuclear relative distances are plotted ver-
sus time for a simulated H� � CF4 collision at
ELab� 30 eV from b � 1.0 a.u. As seen in Figure 3,
the four COF bonds get vibrationally excited by the
time of the shortest COH separation (i.e., by the
time of the closest H� approach to CF4 ), just shortly
after 400 a.u. of time. The vibrational excitations are
noticeable at low impact parameters but become
very slight at the high impact parameters that con-
tribute to the measured scattering properties [8].
The END theory has an intimate connection with
the coherent-state theory [13, 14, 28, 29]. Vibra-
tionally resolved properties of H� � CF4 can be ob-
tained by applying a coherent-states analysis [14] to
its classical vibrational motions at final time. That
procedure resulted in accurate vibrationally-re-
solved cross sections in the H� � H2 system [14].
However, such an analysis is more involved with
the tetrahedral CF4 molecule and is postponed for a
future investigation.

4.2 SCATTERING FEATURES

The classical scattering angle 	 of the outgoing
H� projectile with respect to its incoming z-direc-
tion is

sin	 �
�PHx

out 2 � PHy
out 2�1/ 2

�PHx
out 2 � PHy

out 2 � PHz
out 2�1/ 2; �0 � 	 � 180°� (6)

where 	PHi
out
 �i � x, y, z� are the outgoing projectile

momentum components at final time. Classical scat-
tering angle functions 	 �b� versus the projectile im-
pact parameters b at collision energies ELab� 20 and 30
eV are depicted in Figure 4; in addition, relevant
quantities associated with 	 �b� are listed in Table I. At
both energies, the predicted scattering angle functions
	 �b� reproduce well-known scattering features that
are expected for the present system [30]. For instance,
both 	 �b� display primary rainbow angles 	R

I CL

� 	 �bR
I � as maxima at relatively high impact param-

eters bR
I ��d	 �b�/db�b�bR

I � 0° (see Table I) and zero
scattering angles 	G�bG� � 0° at impact parameters
bG 
 bR

I (bG � 3.0 and 2.9 a.u. at 20 and 30 eV,
respectively). Those zero angles are known as (for-
ward) glory scattering angles [30] and correspond to
an outgoing projectile that has not been deflected
from its original traveling direction. At even lower
impact parameters, b 
 bG, both scattering angle
functions 	 �b� become sharply increasing. The ob-
served features in both 	 �b� are easily explained in
terms of the projectile-target interactions [30]. For in-
stance, when b � bG, the projectile mostly experi-
ences the long-range attraction by the target and ends
up deflected toward the z-axis. On the other hand,

FIGURE 4. Scattering angle function 	 �b� versus im-
pact parameter b for H� � CF4 at ELab � 20 and 30 eV.

FIGURE 3. Selected nuclear relative distances versus
time for H� � CF4 at ELab � 30 eV from the impact pa-
rameter b � 1.0 a.u. The four COF bonds get excited
vibrationally by the time of the closest approach of H�

(H) to the C on CF4 (slightly after 400 a.u. of time).
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when b 
 bG, the projectile mostly experiences the
short-range repulsion by the target and ends up de-
flected from the z -axis. At exactly b � bG, the tran-
sition from repulsive to attractive scattering takes
place and manifests as a glory scattering 	G�bG�
� 0° indicating no deflection. Within the long-range
attractive interval �bG,��), the attraction is the weak-
est at the highest impact parameters (i.e., at long pro-
jectile-target separations) but increases at lower im-
pact parameters (i.e., at shorter projectile-target
separations) and reaches a maximum in strength at bR

I .
In that way, the primary rainbow angle 	R

I CL corre-
sponds to a maximum attractive deflection. As soon
as b 
 bR

I , the overall attractive scattering decreases,
eventually becomes zero at exactly b � bG, and finally
reverts into a repulsive scattering when b 
 bG.

As seen in Table I, the calculated classical primary
rainbow angles 	R

I CL agree well with their experimen-
tal counterparts 	R

I Exp [8] at the two considered ener-
gies. The experiment also detected two faint second-
ary rainbow angles 	R

II Exp � 8.5° and 5° at ELab � 20
and 30 eV, respectively [8]. Those secondary angles
are not predicted by the present simulations that in-
clude only one initial target orientation. However,
previous studies [3, 14] showed that not all the initial
target orientations render scattering angle functions
with secondary rainbow angles; furthermore, in those
studies, the appearance of a secondary rainbow angle
always excluded that of a glory angle and vice versa.
The appearance of a glory angle along with the ab-
sence of a secondary rainbow angle in the present
simulations is in agreement with the last finding.
Only the consideration of additional initial target ori-
entations in the simulations may lead to the predic-
tion of secondary rainbows.

4.3. TOTAL DCS

The main experimental results for the H�

� CF4 system at collision energies ELab � 20 and 30
eV are the total NCTS DCS �d��	�/d��i3f [8]. Since

classical mechanics is being prescribed for the nu-
clei, a first estimate to the experimental NCTS DCS
is the classical NCTS DCS [24, 30]:

d��	 �

d� �
i3f

CL

� �
m�1

N d��	 �

d� �
m

� �
m�1

N bm

sin	�d	 �b�/db�b�bm

(7)

where m labels the N classical trajectories that start-
ing from the impact parameters bm end up in the
scattering direction 	. For the scattering angle func-
tions 	 �b� in Figure 4, N � 3 if 	 
 	R

I CL (i.e., one
repulsive and two attractive trajectories contribute
to the DCS; lit region) and N � 1 if 	 � 	R

I CL (i.e.,
only one repulsive trajectory contributes to the
DCS; shadow region). A classical DCS provides an
acceptable estimate to the experimental DCS at
scattering angles 	 not close to a rainbow angle 	R

I CL.
However, the classical DCS in Eq. (7) produces an
unphysical rainbow singularity at 	 � 	R

I CL through
�d	 �b�/db�b�bm � 0 in that scattering direction [24,
30]. A more accurate and singularity-free estimate to
the experimental DCS is provided by the semiclassical
DCS expression. The latter is obtained by evaluating
the quantum DCS expression in the limit of �3 0.
The specific semiclassical approximation for a given
scattering problem depends upon the topology of its
associated classical scattering angle function 	 �b�. For
the present 	 �b� having only one rainbow angle, the
uniform Airy approximation [30, 31] provides the
most accurate semiclassical DCS:

d��	 �

d� �
i3f

SC

� �f1�	 � � f23
U. Airy�	��2 (8)

where f1�	 � and f23
U. Airy�	 � are the scattering ampli-

tudes corresponding to the one repulsive (1) and
the two attractive (2 and 3) trajectories, respec-
tively,

TABLE I ______________________________________________________________________________________________
Primary rainbow angles per collisional energy: Calculated and experimental [8] results.

Energy
(eV)

Primary rainbow angles

Impact
parameter,

bR
I (a.u.)

Rainbow angle
(classical)

	R
I Cl(°)

Rainbow angle
(semiclassical)

	R
I SC(°)

Rainbow angle
(experimental)

	R
I Exp.(°)

20 4.2 13.9 12.7 14.0
30 4.0 9.2 7.6 9.5
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1
4����d��	 �
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2
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� �d��	�
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3
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1/4Ai� � �23� � i�d��	 �

d� �
2

1/ 2

� �d��	�

d� �
3

1/ 2��23
�1/4Ai� � �23�� (9)

where Ai���23� and Ai���23� are the Airy function
and its first derivative, respectively. In Eq. (9), the
classical DCS per trajectory �d��	�/d��m [Eq. (7)],
the phases A1�	 � and A23�	 � [31], and the argument
�23�	 � [31] can all be evaluated from classical trajec-
tories data. Near the rainbow angle 	R

I CL, the uni-
form Airy scattering amplitude f23

U. Airy(	) reduces to
the simpler transitional Airy approximation ampli-
tude f23

T. Airy�	 � [31]. The uniform Airy approximation
has been used several times in the context of the
END theory and provided very accurate DCSs for
H� � H2 [14], H� � CH4 [15], and H� � H2O [18]
inter alia. Unlike the classical DCS in Eq. (7), the
semiclassical DCS in Eq. (8) does not display an
unphysical rainbow singularity at the classical rain-
bow 	R

I CL but a bounded rainbow maximum at a

semiclassical rainbow angle 	R
I SC�	R

I CL. The calcu-
lated values of 	R

I SC are listed in Table I.
The performance of the classical and semiclassi-

cal DCS from the present END simulations is ex-
amined in Figures 5 and 6. There, the calculated
total NCTS DCS for H� � CF4 at ELab � 30 eV (see
Fig. 5) and at ELab � 20 eV (see Fig. 6), at the classical
[Eq. (7)] and the semiclassical [Eqs. (8) and (9)]
levels, are plotted versus the scattering angle 	
along with their corresponding experimental re-
sults [8]. The last ones were reported un-normal-
ized, but to make comparisons, they have been
normalized in Figures 5 and 6. Each experimental
DCS was individually normalized to match both its
classical and semiclassical counterparts as close as
possible. Such normalization procedures are usual
in these types of studies [3, 14, 15, 18]. In Figures 5
and 6, each experimental DCS was normalized in-
dividually to facilitate its visual comparison with
the calculated DCS; a more rigorous comparison
employing the same normalization constant for
both DCS is shown in Figure 7 (see discussion
later). In Figures 5 and 6, the classical DCS agree
fairly with the experimental ones but show un-
physical rainbow angle singularities at 	 � 	R

I CL

(see Table I). Contrastingly, the semiclassical DCS
agree better with the experimental ones and do not
display singularities. The semiclassical DCS show
an oscillatory pattern produced by the semiclassical
phases in Eqs. (8) and (9). That genuine effect is
always perceptible in a semiclassical DCS corre-

FIGURE 5. Total NCTS differential cross sections
(DCS; d��	�/d� ) versus scattering angle (	 ) for
H� � CF4 at ELab � 30 eV: semiclassical, classical, and
experimental results. [Color figure can be viewed in the
online issue, which is available at www.interscience.
wiley.com.]

FIGURE 6. Total NCTS differential cross sections
(DCS; d��	�/d� ) versus scattering angle (	 ) for
H� � CF4 at ELab � 20 eV: semiclassical, classical, and
experimental results. [Color figure can be viewed in the
online issue, which is available at www.interscience.
wiley.com.]
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sponding to an individual target orientation [14, 15,
18]. However, as proven in previous studies [14, 15,
18], if several target orientations are considered and
their respective semiclassical DCS are averaged, the
resulting DCS will show a mitigated oscillatory
pattern as that shown by the experimental result.
The latter has a mitigated oscillatory pattern be-
cause it too averages several DCS contributions
from different target orientations in the experimen-
tal apparatus. The classical DCS do not show that
oscillatory pattern in an artificial way since they
lack the semiclassical phases in their expression
[Eq. (7)]. The semiclassical total NCTS DCS for
H� � CF4 at ELab � 30 eV is in good agreement
with its experimental counterpart at all the mea-
sured scattering angles. On the other hand, the
semiclassical total NCTS DCS for H� � CF4 at ELab

� 20 eV is in good agreement with its experimen-
tal counterpart at scattering angles 	 
 	R

I CL (lit
region) but in a less satisfactory agreement at scat-
tering angles 	 � 	R

I CL (shadow region). The main
contribution to a semiclassical DCS in the shadow
region comes from the Airy function term in the
semiclassical expression. Since semiclassical ap-
proximations work well at high energies, the semi-
classical DCS in the shadow region at ELab

� 20 eV might perform less accurately than that at
ELab � 30 eV. However, it will be necessary to
include additional target orientation in the simula-
tions, to obtain more complete DCS, to finally con-

firm the good result at ELab � 30 eV and to improve
that at ELab � 20 eV.

For a final comparison, the semiclassical and the
experimental NCTS DCS for H� � CF4 at ELab

� 30 eV and ELab � 20 eV are plotted together
versus the scattering angle 	 in Figure 7. In that
figure, the experimental DCS at ELab � 30 eV is
normalized in the same way as that used in Figure
5; however, the experimental DCS at ELab

� 20 eV is now normalized with the same normal-
ization constant used for its counterpart at ELab

� 30 eV. The normalization constant at ELab

� 30 eV is given preference because at that energy
the calculated DCS are in a better overall agreement
with the experimental result (Figs. 5 and 6). The
normalized experimental DCS at ELab � 20 eV in
Figure 7 is slightly changed from its location in
Figure 6, falling within the same orders of magni-
tude per point, and keeping its comparison with its
calculated counterparts essentially the same. This
more astringent normalization procedure renders
proportionate values of both experimental DCS that
can be compared precisely and at once with the
absolute values of the calculated DCS. At any rate,
Figure 7 corroborates the conclusions made about
the calculated DCS in Figures 5 and 6.

5. Concluding Remarks

The H� � CF4 reaction at collision energies ELab

� 20 and 30 eV has been investigated with the END
theory. The level of END herein employed pre-
scribes a classical-mechanics description for the nu-
clei and a single-determinantal representation for
the electrons. Since the number of electrons in
H� � CF4 is considerable for time-dependent, di-
rect-dynamics simulations, only one representative
target orientation was considered for the initial con-
ditions of the present calculations (see Fig. 1). The
results include visualizations of the simulated
collisions, analysis of the final products, and calcu-
lations of various scattering properties. Present
simulations always predict noncharge-transfer scat-
tering (NCTS) for H� � CF4 and rule out other
types of processes such as charge-transfer, collision-
induced dissociation, and rearrangement reactions.
The low reactivity of H� � CF4 as compared with
that of the previously studied H� � CH4 is explica-
ble in terms of the high electronegativity of the
fluorine atom and of the strength of the COF
bonds. The calculated semiclassical total NCTS
DCS for H� � CF4 at ELab � 30 eV is in good agree-

FIGURE 7. Total NCTS differential cross sections
(DCS; d��	�/d� ) versus scattering angle (	 ) for
H� � CF4 at ELab � 30 and 20 eV: semiclassical and
experimental results. [Color figure can be viewed in the
online issue, which is available at www.interscience.
wiley.com.]
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ment with its experimental counterpart at all the
measured scattering angles. The calculated semi-
classical total NCTS DCS for H� � CF4 at ELab

� 20 eV is in good agreement with its experimen-
tal counterpart at scattering angles lower than the
rainbow angle but is in a less satisfactory agreement
at higher scattering angles. The results of this pre-
liminary investigation are promising and give an
impetus for a more exhaustive study of this system
in the future.
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